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Ziel 1: Ich kann Informationen über Schottland verstehen.

1 À 8gh9b9

A Scottish band
Marie Stuart has lived in the Scottish countryside near
Aberdeen all her life. She plays the bagpipes. Forty years
ago Marie’s father started a band and today there are about
thirty people in it. The band plays Scottish music. Marie and
the other people in the band all wear kilts and play together
every week. Their music is very loud so it’s a good thing the
neighbours live a few miles away. The band plays at concerts,
weddings and parties. They have already won many prizes.
Answer the questions.
1. What does Marie play? She plays the bagpipes.
2. Who started the band? Marie’s father started the band.
3. What do the people in the band wear? They wear kilts.
4. What kind of music does the band play? The band plays Scottish music.
5. How often do they play together? They play together every week.
6P
p. 48/1

6. Where does the band play? They play at concerts, weddings and parties.
Ziel 2: Ich kann Informationen über einen Erfinder präsentieren.

1 À ar9vs9 1 À fv4uv9

Finish the text about the inventor John Logie Baird. Use the information in the box.
John Logie Baird was born in Scotland on

14th August 1888     .
He worked as an engineer    near Glasgow.

Name: John Logie Baird
Born: 14th August 1888
in Scotland

In 1922 he moved    to the south of 

England   and started to work on a TV   .
In 1926 he presented the world’s first TV    .
He died    on 14th June 1946.

Job:

e ngineer near
Glasgow

Move: moved to the south
of England in 1922
Invention: the world’s first TV in 1926
Died: 14th June 1946

7P
p. 48/2
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1 À 7jj5nc 1 À 7cq9jb

Ziel 3: Ich kann mich über Ausflugsmöglichkeiten unterhalten.

You are going to go on holiday to Scotland with your friend. You want to go to Edinburgh, but your friend
wants to go camping at Loch Ness. Use the words below and complete the dialogue.
Loch Ness

cheaper

countryside

hostel

interesting

shopping

hotel

insects

Your friend: I’d really like to go to Loch Ness     !
But Edinburgh is really interesting     .

You:

Your friend: Loch Ness is interesting too!
I want to go shopping     ! And I want to stay at a nice hotel     .

You:

Your friend: But camping is cheaper     ! And it’s nice to be in the countryside     .
Yes, but I hate insects     !

You:

Your friend: OK, let’s go to Edinburgh first and then find a youth hostel     near Loch Ness.
8P
p. 48/3

OK, that sounds great !

You:

Ziel 4: Ich kann einen Comic über eine Schlacht verstehen.

1 À 3xw2kp

Read the comic strip on pages 62–65 in your book again. Put the sentences in the right order.

5 His army wins a battle against the English at Bannockburn.
1 In 1306 Robert the Bruce becomes king of Scotland.
4 He tells his army, “We must not give up! We can beat the English!”
3 When he sees a spider in a cave he thinks, “I must never give up!”
2 He feels awful because he has lost many battles against the English.
6P
p. 49/4

6 There is peace in Scotland and Robert the Bruce is a successful king.
Ziel 5: Ich kann Informationen über Gerichte weitergeben.
Lies den Text und beantworte die Fragen auf Deutsch.
1. Wie wird Fish und Chips zubereitet?

Fish and chips

3P
p. 49/5

Fish and chips is a very
popular takeaway dish
in Scotland. The fish is
fried and served with
chips. Lots of people
eat it with salt and
vinegar but you can also have it with
ketchup. You will find chip shops in almost
every town in the United Kingdom – and you
can find the best chip shops near harbours.

	
Der Fisch wird frittiert und mit 

Pommes serviert.
2. Wie kann man Fish und Chips essen?
	
mit Salz und Essig oder mit

Ketchup
3.	Wo findet man die besten Fish und
Chips-Läden?

in der Nähe von Häfen

Ó Lösungen online
w7ij8w
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